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Successful Personal Fundraising is . . .

The right person asking

the right prospect

for the right gift

for the right reason

at the right time

in the right way.
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The Right Reason = 
Develop Your Case for Support

• A big, compelling idea that is inspiring

• The Problem +

• Your Solution + 

• Your Results =

• Why the prospective donor should care

Developing Your Case:
Questions to Ask

• Why do we exist?
– Any data about the problem or cause?

• What is the solution?
– Description of program(s) and service(s)

– Include participation data / units of service

• If we didn’t exist, what would people miss? How 
would we know?
– Outcome results, impact data

– Participant testimonials

Developing Your Case:
Questions to Ask

• How is your nonprofit distinct and 
different?

• What evidence do we have that our 
nonprofit is managed effectively and 
efficiently?

• How will the donor’s gift make a 
difference? Developing Your Case
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Developing a Mission Statement

• State the most powerful philosophical or social values 
which govern your work. (Fill in the blank: “We believe 
that . . .”)

• Summarize the obstacles standing in the way of realizing 
these values. (“What is the problem we are solving, or the 
need we are meeting?”)

• Outline what needs to be done—the solutions to overcome 
the obstacles. (Ask yourself, “What results do we want to 
achieve?”)

• Affirm that your organization exists to help realize these 
values and carry out the solution. (Ask yourself, “What is 
our organizational commitment to carrying out the 
activities in order to accomplish all of the above?”)
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The Six Rights
• The Right Person

– Staff

– Board

– Volunteer 

• Asking the right person
– Linkage & interest

– Constituency circle

– Prospect list

• For the right amount
– Ability

– Gift range chart

• For the right reason
– Case for Support

• In the right way
– 4-Legged stool of 

fundraising

– Ladder of 
Effectiveness

• At the right time
– Good time

– Bad time


